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Strain relaxation mechanisms and local structural changes in Si1ÀxGex alloys
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In this work, we address issues pertinent to the understanding of the structural and electronic properties of
Si12xGex alloys, namely,~i! how does the lattice constant mismatch between bulk Si and bulk Ge manifest
itself in the alloy system? and~ii ! what are the relevant strain release mechanisms? To provide answers to these
questions, we have carried out an in-depth study of the changes in the local geometric and electronic structures
arising from the strain relaxation in Si12xGex alloys. We first compute the optimized lattice constant for
different compositions~x! by fully relaxing the system and by minimizing the total energy with respect to the
lattice constant at each composition, using anab initio molecular dynamics scheme. The optimized lattice
constant, while exhibiting a general trend of linear dependence on the composition~Vegard’s law!, shows a
negative deviation from Vegard’s law in the vicinity ofx50.5. We delineate the mechanisms responsible for
each one of the above features. We show that the radial-strain relaxation through bond stretching is responsible
for the overall trend of linear dependence of the lattice constant on the composition. On the other hand, the
negative deviation from Vegard’s law is shown to arise from the angular-strain relaxation. More specifically,
the combined effect of the local bond-angle deviations from the tetrahedral angle and the magnitudes of the
corresponding peaks for the partial-angle distribution function determines the negative deviation from Vegard’s
law. The electronic origin of the changes in the local geometric structure due to strain relaxation is also
presented in this work. In particular, the correlation between the bond charges and the bond-lengths for Si-Si,
Ge-Ge, and Si-Ge pairs in Si12xGex alloys for different compositions is explicitly shown. Our calculation of
the average coordination number as a function of composition indicates a random occupation of Si and Ge on
the lattice sites, suggesting that Si and Ge atoms are fully miscible in the alloy system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.165205 PACS number~s!: 61.66.Dk, 71.15.Pd, 71.23.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the 4% difference in the experime
tally observed lattice constants between bulk Si and bulk
gives rise to a significant strain in the growth of Si12xGex
alloys, and the relaxation of the strain causes changes bo
the local geometric structure and in the electronic struct
of Si12xGex alloys as compared to those of pure Si and G
In order to understand the mechanism of the strain re
ation, extensive experimental1–11 and theoretical12–19 efforts
have been devoted to the study of the interplay between
relaxation of the strain and the changes in local geome
and electronic structures. Most experiments3,9–11 found that
the lattice constant as a function of the composition does
follow an exact linear relation such as the one given by
Vegard’s model20 but has a negative deviation from the V
gard’s law. The bond lengths, on the other hand, show
weak composition dependence.1,2,4–8 But they do not obey
the Pauling model21 in which the bond length between a pa
of atoms is independent of composition, and the steric st
in the alloys is accommodated by bond-angle changes.

A number of theoretical studies have been devoted to
local structural analysis of Si12xGex alloys at an empirical or
at the semi-empirical level. Weidmann and Newman13 by
minimizing a model strain energy function found that t
bond lengths between Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge pairs a
function of composition are straight lines and parallel to ea
other. Similar result were also obtained by Ichimuraet al.14

and Gironcoli et al.15 Alternatively, Thorpe and
0163-1829/2001/64~16!/165205~8!/$20.00 64 1652
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co-workers17,18 proposed a simplified model on the basis
macroscopic elastic properties. The composition depende
of the bond lengths is described via a topological rigid
parametera** which leads to the Vegard limit whena**
50 and to the Pauling limit whena** 51. According to
their model,a** should be 0.707 for SiGe alloys, and a pl
of the Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge bond lengths versus com
sition should consist of three equally spaced parallel lin
having a slope that is directly related to the value ofa** .

These previous theoretical studies, while attempting
provide the insight into how the local structural properti
accommodate the relaxation of the strain, failed to pred
the weak dependence of the bond lengths of Si-Si, Si-
and Ge-Ge on the composition. They also did not reprod
the negative deviation of the lattice constant from the Ve
ard’s law. For example, the result given in Ref. 18 predic
a linear dependence on the composition for the lattice c
stant while the result by a Monte Carlo simulation15 yielded
a positive deviation from Vegard’s law. Another Monte Car
study using a statistical-mechanical model19 also obtained an
overall linear dependence of the lattice parameter on
composition, but with a hint of negative deviation from V
gard’s law in the vicinity ofx.0.5. An effort to resolve these
issues had been carried out by Shenet al.,22 using a semi-
empirical tight-binding method in the dilute limit. The mod
described reasonably well the behavior of the lattice cons
and the properties of bond lengths in this dilute limit. How
ever, no attempt was made to correlate the model of st
relaxation and the local properties in this study.
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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Very recently, a more accurate experimental measurem
of the local structure at all compositions has been repo
by Aubry et al.9 They analyzed theK-edge x-ray absorption
fine structure~XAFS! spectra of Si and Ge in strained an
relaxed Si12xGex alloys. They found that the Si-Si, Si-Ge
and Ge-Ge first-shell distances show a weak dependenc
the composition. The slopes of the linear fits to the bo
lengths as a function of the composition are demonstra
different from each other.9 This result is different from the
previous theoretical predictions. They also confirmed fr
the composition dependence of the coordination numb
that the Si and Ge atoms are likely to be randomly occupy
the sites and are fully miscible at all compositions.

An accurate theoretical determination of equilibrium co
figurations of Si12xGex alloys with no parametric input is
highly desirable. This is because such a determination
help to clarify issues related to the whole spectrum of av
able experimental observations. Furthermore, it can s
light on the interplay between the effects of strain relaxat
and local properties of the alloys. In this work, we have us
the ab initio molecular dynamics scheme, as developed
Sankey and co-workers,23 to carry out the energy minimiza
tion for the determination of the equilibrium structures
Si12xGex alloys at various compositions. A brief outline o
this method is given in Sec. II. We then conducted a lo
analysis of the structural~Sec. III! as well as electronic prop
erties~Sec. IV! of the relaxed configurations. Correspondi
to each composition, we have computed the optimized lat
constant, bond lengths, coordination numbers, and p
correlation functions~radial and angular!. The results of
these calculations are used to identify the mechanisms
strain release and to explain succinctly the origin of Vegar
law as well as the deviation from this law forx in the vicinity
of 0.5. The conclusions drawn from this work are given
Sec. V.

II. METHOD

The ab initio molecular dynamics scheme employed
the present work is based on the density-functional the
~DFT! in the local-density approximation~LDA !, as devel-
oped by Sankey and co-workers,23 where a local basis set i
used to construct the Kohn-Sham orbitals. These basis f
tions are slightly excited pseudoatomic orbitals~PAO!. The
Kohn-Sham orbitals are calculated self-consistently using
Hamann-Schlu¨ter-Chiang pseudopotentials24 and the
Ceperley-Alder form of the exchange-correlation potent
as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.25 The use of PAO’s
as basis set is extremely convenient in studies which req
extracting information about local structural and electro
properties of complex systems such as Si12xGex alloys. For
complex systems with reduced symmetry, the computatio
performance of this method as far as the CPU time is c
cerned is better than otherab initio methods based on plane
wave basis sets.

In our simulation,sp3-type PAOs were used with confine
ment radii of 5.0 aB and 5.2 aB for Si and Ge atoms, re
spectively. The initial network chosen has a tetrahedral s
metry with 216 atoms in a cubic unit cell. For a give
16520
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volume and composition, the network was fully relaxed
the dynamical quenching method using the quantu
molecular dynamics scheme cited above. The equilibri
configuration was considered to have been reached when
force on each atom is less than 131022 eV/Å . We evalu-
ated the total energy convergence by using both 1 an
specialk points in the BZ and found that the result of usin
8 k points only improves the accuracy by 131022 eV.
Therefore, we adopted theG point calculation in the ensuing
simulations. The volume optimization was carried out
minimizing the total energy with respect to the lattice co
stant for a given composition. We then conducted a lo
analysis of the structural and electronic properties co
sponding to each composition.

III. LOCAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

In a recent experimental study on local structural prop
ties of Si12xGex alloys, Aubry et al. concluded from the
composition dependence of the coordination numbers tha
and Ge atoms are likely to be randomly occupying the s
and are fully miscible at all compositions. In order to provi
a theoretical confirmation of the conclusion drawn by Aub
et al., we carried out studies on two types of alloy models:~i!
a nonrandom alloy and~ii ! a random alloy. In the nonrandom
alloy model, Si and Ge atoms are distributed at the sites
the supercell following a rule for a given concentration. T
sites in the supercell can be labeled sequentially in a cer
order from site 1 throughN whereN is the total number of
atoms in the supercell. The assignments of Si and Ge at
at the sites are carried out in a pattern according to th
concentrations. For example, in the case of Si0.75Ge0.25, the
assignment of Si and Ge atoms at a given site proceeds
lowing the rule of one Ge atom after every three Si atom
Thus the nonrandom alloy consists of arbitrary configu
tions but with a correlation among the distribution of atom
species in the system. The purpose here is to determine
the composition dependence of the coordination numbers
a configuration with a correlation among the distribution
atomic species compares with the experimental observa
In the randomalloy model, the Si and Ge atoms are~com-
pletely! randomly distributed. We found that the total ener
difference between these two cases is quite small~within the
error bar!, but the coordination numbers as a function of t
composition are quite different as shown in Fig. 1. It is fou
that thenonrandomalloy ~open symbols! can not explain the
experimental result9 ~see the inset!, but the random alloy
~solid symbols! mimics the experimental result very well.

The two kinds of average coordination numbers that
relevant to alloys are defined asNaverage5( i

Nni /N andNab

5( i a

Na(b)ni a
(b)/Na(b), respectively, whereNaverage is the

coordination number that counts all atom types as neighb
whereasNab gives the average number ofb-type neighbors
for the a-type atom within a cutoffRcut with N being the
total number of atoms,ni the number of neighbors of thei th
atom, andNa(b) the total number of thea-type atom having
b-type atoms as its neighbors. It is clear thatNaverage54 in
the four-fold bonding structure such as tetrahedral symm
5-2
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STRAIN RELAXATION MECHANISMS AND LOCAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165205
systems, andNab51 when there is only onea (b) atom in
the b (a) atom system. Ifa and b atoms are randomly
distributed, there must be no significant difference amo
Naa , Nbb , Nba , andNab at x50.5, and the composition
dependence of the coordination numbers must follow the
ear dependence outlined by the two straight lines show
Fig. 1. The coordination numbers of therandomalloy model
clearly show such a behavior as can be seen in Fig. 1 and
results are consistent with the recent experimen
measurements.9 On the other hand, the composition depe
dence shown by the nonrandom alloy model with a corre
tion among the distribution of atomic species is quite diff
ent from the experimental result. Thus, our results supp
the notion that Si and Ge atoms randomly occupy the s
and are fully miscible in Si12xGex alloys because of thei
similar chemical properties. We therefore concentrated
the random alloy model hereafter in our local structur
analysis and in the comparison with the experimental resu

We examined the global and local structural properties
Si12xGex alloys at various compositions (x
50, 0.10, 0.25, 0.40, 0.5, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, and 1!.
Figure 2 presents the optimized lattice constant versus
composition obtained from the total energy minimizatio
We found that the lattice constant~solid circle! monoto-
nously increases from 5.513 Å atx50 ~corresponding to
pure Si! to 5.645 Å atx51 ~corresponding to pure Ge!
with increasingx. It exhibits a negative deviation from th
linear Vegard’s law~dashed line!. The deviation appear
from x'0.25, shows the largest deviation aroundx50.5,
and then gradually disappears beyondx50.75, in good
agreement with experimental results9,10 ~see the inset!. It
should be noted that, while the experimental value of
mismatch between bulk Si and bulk Ge is about 4%,

FIG. 1. The calculated coordination numbers as a function of
composition x where the circles denoteNSiSi , the up-triangles
NSiGe, the down-trianglesNGeSi, and the squaresNGeGe. The solid
symbols correspond to therandomalloy model and the open one
correspond to thenonrandomalloy model. The inset shows th
coordination numbers obtained from XAFS results as a function
composition~Ref. 9!. The lines indicate the expected coordinati
numbers on the basis of random site occupancy.
16520
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optimization yields a mismatch of only about 2.4%. The
fore, we present the experimental data of Ref. 9 in the in
rather than in the same figure. Our goal is to compare
trend and the general pattern of the structural changes
function of concentration so as to deduce an understan
of the strain relaxation mechanisms in Si12xGex alloys.

The average bond length between a pair of atoms of ty
a and b, bab , is defined as bab5( i a

Na( j b

Rcutdi a , j b
/

( i a

Nani a
(b), wherea(b) denotes the type of atom,Na is the

total number ofa-type atom in the supercell,di a , j b
the dis-

tance between thea-type atom at thei th site and theb-type
atom at thej th site, andni a

(b) the number of neighboring

b-type atoms around thea-type atom at thei th site within
the cutoff radius ofRcut. We tookRcut to be 2.7 Å in our
analysis which is between the first and the second peak
the radial-pair distribution function of the relaxed alloy co
figurations. We examined the choice ofRcut in the region of
2.6–3.2 Å and found that the value does not have m
influence on the results because the first and the sec
peaks are well separated by about 1 Å .

Figure 3 illustrates the calculated average bond-length
Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge pairs versus the compositionx. The
experimental data9 are presented in the inset. Notice that t
largest error bar for Si-Si bond length in Si12xGex alloys
occurs atx;0.75 while that for Ge-Ge bond length atx
;0.25.9 These features had been attributed to the distorti
associated with possible compound formation at th
concentrations.9 Turning now to the theoretical result, it ca
be seen that the variation of both sets of bond lengths~Si-Si
and Ge-Ge! with respect tox follows the same general pa
tern. Overall, the bond lengths are rather insensitive to
composition. For the Si-Si pairs, the increase in their aver
bond-length is concentrated in the Ge-rich region while
the Ge-Ge pairs, the decrease in their average bond leng

e

f

FIG. 2. Optimized lattice constant as a function of the comp
sition x ~solid circles!. The solid line is the Vegard model predic
tion. The inset is the experimental measurements where solid cir
are from Ref. 10 and open circles~including error bars! are from
Ref. 9.
5-3
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YU, JAYANTHI, DRABOLD, AND WU PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165205
mostly in the Si-rich region. The Si-Ge pairs appear to fo
at a distance close to the mean value of the average b
lengths of Si-Si and Ge-Ge pairs for a given compositi
The weak dependence of the average bond lengths of S
and Ge-Ge pairs on the composition indicate that the S
and Ge-Ge pairs prefer to maintain their respective b
length even in the alloying situation. The preference of
Si-Ge pairs to form at distances close to the mean valu
the average bond lengths of Si-Si and Ge-Ge pairs is
indication that the mismatch between lattice constants
bulk Si and bulk Ge is accommodated by the formation
the Si-Ge bond. It should be noted that the bond lengths
the composition curves for Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge bo
obtained in the present calculation do not correspond
equally spaced parallel lines as obtained by previ
calculations.13–15,17,18They are, however, consistent with th
experimental result~see the inset of Fig. 3! as discussed
above. It should also be noted that the calculated ave
bond-length of Si-Si pairs for bulk Si is 2.39 Å, somewh
longer than the experimental value of 2.35 Å while the c
culated average bond-length of Ge-Ge pairs for bulk Ge
2.44 Å, somewhat shorter than the experimental value
2.45 Å.11 Thus the spread of the variation of the calculat
average bond-lengths versus the composition is narro
than that of the corresponding experimentally observed b
lengths.

We next analyze how the local structure changes du
the strain relaxation. The radial-strain relaxation can be a
lyzed from the radial-pair distribution functiongab(r ) for an

FIG. 3. Calculated average bond lengths as a function of
composition x, where the circles denotebSiSi , the up-triangles
bSiGe, and the squaresbGeGe. The stars represent the overall ave
age bond lengths calculated by taking into account all three type
bonds without distinguishing any particular bonding pair. A so
line is drawn through these points to provide a guidance to the
The inset is the experimental result for the first-shell bond length
different compositions~see Fig. 8 in Ref. 9!. Notice that the larges
error bar for Si-Si bond length in Si12xGex alloys occurs atx
;0.75 while that for Ge-Ge bond length atx;0.25~Ref. 9!. These
features had been attributed to the distortions associated with
sible compound formation at these concentrations~Ref. 9!.
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a-type atom at the origin and ab-type atom at a distancer
away. As shown in Fig. 4, the total radial-pair distributio
function g(r ) ~solid curve! in the region of the first-shel
distance consists of three subpeaks: the Si-Si peak on the
side, the Si-Ge in the middle, and the Ge-Ge on the right s
~note that these subpeaks can be clearly distinguishedx
50.4, 0.5, and 0.6!. Such peak positions shift less than 0.5
from x50.0 to x51.0, indicating that during the strain re
laxation all the pairs of Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge prefer to
as close to their equilibrium distances as possible. It can
be seen that the 2% shift of the peak position of the aver
first-shell distance is attributed to the change of the ra
among the Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge pairs in the mixture. T
explains the monotonous increase of the lattice constant
increasing Ge composition. Furthermore, the average ove
bond length of all three types of bonds has been plot
versus the composition in Fig. 3. It shows a linear dep
dence on the composition. Hence the strain release thro
the radial stretching is apparently responsible for the ove
trend of linear dependence of the lattice constant onx.

The question is then how does the lattice constant ve
x curve exhibit a negative deviation from Vegard’s law? Sp
cifically, how does the mismatch between the lattice co
stants of bulk Si and bulk Ge manifest itself when Si-Si a
Ge-Ge pairs prefer to maintain their respective lengths?
answer this question, we examined the bond-angle strain
laxation from the bond-angle distribution functiong(u). It is
seen from Fig. 5 that the peak of the bond-angle distribut
is sharp at pure limits and broad at or close to the maxim
mixing case (x50.5). This is an indication that there ar
large bond-angle distortion where the strain is largest.
understand in more detail how the angular strain affects
local structure, we plotted the 6 partial bond-angle distrib
tion functions gabg(u) at x50.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respec
tively as shown in Fig. 6. Heregabg(u) gives the angular
distribution for the angleu between two bondsba andbg.

e

of

e.
at

s-

FIG. 4. The totalg(r ) ~solid curves! and partialgab(r ) ~dashed
curves! radial-pair distribution function at compositions ofx50.0,
0.10, 0.25, 0.40, 0.5, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, and 1.0. Note that the
dashed curves correspond togSiSi(r ), the middle togSiGe(r ), and
the right togGeGe(r ), respectively.
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From Fig. 6, we found that all the partial bond-angle dis
bution functionsgabg(u) have their peaks centered arou
the tetrahedral angle (u5109.47°). But both the magnitud
and the position of the peaks change as the compos
changes and hence so do their contributions to the t
bond-angle distribution functiong(u). For example,
gSiSiSi(u) contributes the most to the total bond-angle dis
bution functiong(u) in the case ofx50.25. The magnitude
of its peak shows a monotonical decrease asx increases to-
wards the Ge-rich region. Simultaneously, the position of
peak shifts fromu5109.7° atx50.25 to u5110.1° atx
50.75. On the other hand, the magnitude of the peak
gGeGeGe(u) decreases monotonically asx decreases toward
the Si-rich region while the position of the peak shifts fro

FIG. 5. The total bond-angle distribution functiong(u) at x
50.0, 0.10, 0.25, 0.40, 0.5, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, and 1.0.

FIG. 6. The partial bond-angle distribution functiongabg(u) at
x50.25, 0.5, and 0.75. The left panel shows the results co
sponding togSiSiSi(u) ~solid line!, gSiGeSi(u) ~dotted line!, and
gGeSiSi(u) ~dashed line!. The right panel shows the results corr
sponding togGeGeGe(u) ~solid line!, gGeSiGe(u) ~dotted line!, and
gGeGeSi(u) ~dashed line!.
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u5109.3° atx50.75 tou5108.8° atx50.25. In the vicin-
ity of x50.5, however, all of the partial bond-angle distrib
tion functionsgabg(u) contribute to the total bond-angle dis
tribution functiong(u) with comparable weights.

An interesting feature is that the average bond-angles

ways keep in the order ofQ̄SiSiSi.Q̄SiGeSi.Q̄GeGeSi

.Q̄GeSiSi.Q̄GeGeGe.Q̄GeSiGe, independent of the compos
tion ~see Fig. 7!. In particular, it is found that the deviation
of Q̄SiSiSi ~solid circles! andQ̄SiGeSi ~solid squares! from the
tetrahedral angle are always positive while those ofQ̄GeGeGe

~open circles! and Q̄GeSiGe ~open squares! always negative.
This can be understood as follows. The average bond-a
Q̄SiSiSi (Q̄SiGeSi) between two Si-Si bonds~two Ge-Si
bonds! depends on how the lattice constant of the Si12xGex
alloys at a certain compositionx compares with that of bulk
Si. Since the lattice constant of the alloy is always grea
than that of the bulk Si and it increases with increasingx, the
average bond angleQ̄SiSiSi (Q̄SiGeSi) will therefore always
be greater than the overall average bond-angle~almost iden-
tical to the tetrahedral angle of 109.47°) and increases w
increasingx ~see Fig. 7!. Hence, a positive angular deviatio
of Q̄SiSiSi (Q̄SiGeSi) from the overall average bond-angle r
sults and this angular deviation increases with increasinx
~towards the Ge-rich region!. By the same token, since th
lattice constant of the alloy is always less than that of b
Ge, the average bond-angleQ̄GeGeGe (Q̄GeSiGe) will always
be less than the overall average bond angle and decre
with decreasingx. Thus, a negative angular deviation fro
the average bond-angle results for the average bond-a
Q̄GeGeGe (Q̄GeSiGe) and this negative deviation decreas
with decreasingx ~towards the Si-rich region!. This scenario
also indicates that the largest positive angular deviation

e-

FIG. 7. The average bond angleQ̄abg as a function of the com-
position x. Note that the stars denote the overall average b

angle, the solid~open! circles Q̄SiSiSi(Q̄GeGeGe), the solid ~open!

squares Q̄SiGeSi (Q̄GeSiGe), and the solid ~open! up-triangles

Q̄GeSiSi (Q̄GeGeSi), respectively. The solid line denotes the tetrah
dral angle of 109.47°.
5-5
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TABLE I. The local electron distributions@the on-site orbital (s,px ,py ,pz) electrons, the bond electron
associated with the atom at a given site with its nearest neighbors, and the total electrons associated
atom at a given site# of the alloy Si12xGex with x'0.1 ~194 Si atoms and 22 Ge atoms in the supercell!. The
first column gives the atomic site label which indicates the position of the atom in the supercell~see details
in Sec. IV!. Note that the result is obtained in the framework ofsp3 basis set.

Site label s px py pz Bond electrons Total electrons

1 ~Ge! 1.36413 0.50554 0.50491 0.50517 1.18629 4.06604
5 ~Si! 1.23439 0.50791 0.50881 0.50834 1.22400 3.98344
70 ~Si! 1.23474 0.50842 0.50851 0.50847 1.22387 3.98401
167 ~Si! 1.23282 0.50800 0.50844 0.50834 1.22485 3.98245
200 ~Si! 1.23460 0.50819 0.50884 0.50902 1.22405 3.98470
209 ~Si! 1.23520 0.51266 0.51200 0.51179 1.23056 4.00220
210 ~Si! 1.23458 0.51178 0.51219 0.51240 1.23107 4.00202
211 ~Si! 1.23539 0.51216 0.51181 0.51152 1.23084 4.00171
212 ~Si! 1.23517 0.51218 0.51267 0.51212 1.23047 4.00261
213 ~Si! 1.23523 0.51142 0.51086 0.51186 1.22959 3.99896
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Q̄SiSiSi andQ̄SiGeSi~of the order of 1°) occurs in the Ge-ric
region~largex) while the largest negative angular deviatio
for Q̄GeGeGeandQ̄GeSiGe (;1°) occurs in the Si-rich region
~small x). But, because the partial bond-angle distributi
functiongSiSiSi(u) @gSiGeSi(u)# is insignificant in the Ge-rich
region andgGeGeGe(u) @gGeSiGe(u)# is insignificant in the
Si-rich region, the large positive angular deviation
Q̄SiSiSi (Q̄SiGeSi) and the large negative angular deviation
Q̄GeGeGe (Q̄GeSiGe) will not manifest themselves in any sig
nificant way in the release of strain. However, in the neig
borhood ofx50.5, both the positive angular deviation
Q̄SiSiSi (Q̄SiGeSi) and the negative angular deviation
Q̄GeGeGe (Q̄GeSiGe) are still substantial (;0.5°) while their
respective partial bond-angle distribution functions all ma
significant contributions to the total bond-angle distributio

A closer examination of Figs. 6 and 7 reveals that in
vicinity of x50.5, the magnitudes of the negative angu
deviations ofQ̄GeGeGeand Q̄GeSiGeare greater than or com
parable to the positive angular deviations ofQ̄SiSiSi and
Q̄SiGeSi. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the peaks of
partial bond-angle distribution functionsgGeGeGe(u) and
gGeSiGe(u) are greater than those ofgSiSiSi(u) andgSiGeSi(u).
The combination of those effects leads to the situation wh
the negative angular deviations outweigh the positive ang
deviations. A net negative angular deviation in the bon
angle manifests itself in the reduction of the lattice consta
Hence, in the vicinity ofx50.5, it is the bond angle relax
ation that leads to the negative deviation from Vegard’s l
in the lattice constant.

Based on the local structural analysis, we have establis
how the local structure changes and how these change
the result of the accommodation to the strain relaxati
Even though Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge pairs in the allo
prefer to maintain their respective bond lengths so that t
respective bond lengths are, for the most part, insensitiv
the change in the composition, the average overall b
length nevertheless shows a linear dependence on the
position. The strain relaxation can therefore be separated
16520
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two parts: the radial relaxation and the angular relaxati
The former is responsible for the general trend of a lin
dependence on the composition, and the latter is respon
for the negative deviation in the lattice constant in the vic
ity of x50.5.

IV. LOCAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

Having identified the mechanism for the strain release
sociated with the lattice mismatch and established the
between the local structural changes and the mechanism
the strain release, it would be illuminating if one can gain
understanding of the interplay among the local electro
structure, local structural changes, and the strain-relaxat
For this purpose, we conducted a local analysis of the e
tronic structure for Si12xGex alloys, using the approach de
veloped in Ref. 26. The analysis was carried out in
framework of thesp3 basis set used in the ‘‘ab initio’’ mo-
lecular dynamics scheme. In Tables I and II, we list the lo
electron distributions~the on-site orbital electrons, the bon
electrons, and the total site electrons! for two alloy configu-
rations corresponding tox'0.1 and x'0.9, respectively.
Specifically, for each of these configurations, we present
results for local electron distributions in two regions:~a! one
in the vicinity of an impurity atom and~b! in the vicinity of
a host atom~which is at least beyond the second near
neighbors of the impurity atom!. In Table I~corresponding to
a Si-rich configuration withx50.1), the local electron dis
tributions in the region surrounding a Ge impurity at site
with 4 nearest neighbor Si atoms at sites 5, 70, 167, and
respectively and those in the region, away from the impu
at site 1, surrounding a host Si atom at site 213 with 4 ne
est neighbor Si atoms at sites 209, 210, 211, and 212
given. From Table I, it is seen that the charge transfer occ
between the Ge impurity atom and its 4 nearest neighbo
atoms in the region surrounding the impurity while there
no significant charge transfer amongst the Si atom and
neighbors in the region away from the immediate neighb
hood of the impurity. From the results shown in Tables I a
II, it can be seen that the electron transfer always occ
5-6
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TABLE II. The local electron distribution@the on-site orbital (s,px ,py ,pz) electrons, the bond electron
associated with the atom at a given site with its nearest neighbors, the total electrons associated with t
at a given site# of the alloy Si12xGex with x'0.9 ~22 Si atoms and 194 Ge atoms in the supercell!. The first
column gives the site label which indicates the position of atom in the supercell~see details in Sec. IV!. Note
that the result is obtained in the framework ofsp3 basis set.

Site label s px py pz Bond electrons Total electrons

25 ~Ge! 1.37737 0.49334 0.49340 0.49316 1.15640 4.01367
26 ~Ge! 1.37615 0.49374 0.49376 0.49358 1.15781 4.01504
27 ~Ge! 1.37787 0.49430 0.49424 0.49440 1.15614 4.01695
28 ~Ge! 1.37739 0.49370 0.49358 0.49447 1.15631 4.01544
29 ~Si! 1.24569 0.49890 0.49896 0.49910 1.19274 3.93539
41 ~Ge! 1.37833 0.49107 0.49134 0.49121 1.14972 4.00167
42 ~Ge! 1.37836 0.49046 0.49051 0.49103 1.15002 4.00037
43 ~Ge! 1.37892 0.49140 0.49139 0.49130 1.14951 4.00252
44 ~Ge! 1.37801 0.49069 0.49059 0.49041 1.15051 4.00021
45 ~Ge! 1.37814 0.49045 0.49013 0.49083 1.14994 3.99949
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from the Si atom to the Ge atom as expected because o
higher electronegativity of the Ge atom with respect to the
atom. For example, each of the 4 nearest neighbor Si at
transfers about 0.017e to the impurity Ge atom at the cen
leading to a gain of about 0.066e for the Ge impurity ato
The transfer of the electrons comes mostly from the Sp
orbitals to Gep orbitals, with the remainder contributing t
the enhancement of the bond charge for the formation
Ge-Si bond, as can be seen from the results shown bo
Table I (x50.1, Si-rich configuration! and Table II (x50.9,
Ge-rich configuration!. For the Ge-rich configuration, th
charge transfers again are mainly concentrated in the im
diate vicinity of the impurity~Si!. For example, it can be
seen from Table II that 0.065e are transferred from the
purity Si atom~at site 29! to its 4 nearest neighbor Ge atom
~at sites 25, 26, 27, and 28, respectively!, each gaining on the
average about 0.016e. In the region away from the imm
ate neighborhood of the impurity Si atom, there is hardly a
charge transfer between the host Ge atom at site 45~center!
and its 4 nearest neighbor host Ge atoms~at sites 41, 42, 43
and 44, respectively!. From Table I, one obtains the avera
bond charge for a pair of Si-Si bond to be about 0.62e. Fr
Table II, one obtains the average bond charge for a pai
Ge-Ge bond to be about 0.58e. From Tables I and II,
obtains the average bond charge for a Si-Ge bond to be a
0.60e. Thus the sequence of average bond charges fol
the orderq̄bond(Ge-Ge),q̄bond(Si-Ge),q̄bond(Si-Si), provid-
ing the electronic basis for the observation of average bo
lengths in the order ofbGeGe.bSiGe.bSiSi ~see Sec. III!. Our
local analysis also finds that the average bond charges fo
Ge-Ge, Ge-Si, and Si-Si pairs show weak dependence on
composition. However, the overall average bond cha
shows a general trend of linear dependence on the comp
tion. These results provide the electronic basis for the r
tionships established for various average bond lengths in
structural analysis given in Sec. III.
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V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, ourab initio molecular dynamics study o
Si12xGex alloys provide a comprehensive understanding
the interplay between the strain relaxation associated w
the lattice mismatch and the changes in the local struct
and electronic properties. We find that Si and Ge atoms
not have a strong preference to form either the Si-Si or
Ge-Ge pair but are fully miscible in the Si12xGex alloys
because of the similar chemical properties. In the relaxa
process, most of the Si-Si and Ge-Ge pairs try to maint
their equilibrium distances corresponding to their pure lim
leading to a weak dependence of the average bond lengt
Si-Si, Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge pairs on the composition. Howev
the overall average bond length does show a linear dep
dence on the composition~see Fig. 3!, indicating that the
radial relaxation is mainly responsible for the general tre
of a linear dependence of the lattice constant on the com
sition. On the other hand, the bond-angle relaxation in
vicinity of x50.5 has been shown to be responsible for
negative deviation of the lattice constant from the Vegar
law. Finally, we would like to remark that, unlike Si12xGex
alloys which are fully miscible due to the similar chemic
properties of Si and Ge, alloys of III-V compounds are us
ally immiscible at equilibrium.27
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